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inside the black box

Product Information Sheet

Versatility, flexibility, and reliability combine to make StageRight’s Black Box Seating
Risers the first choice of Theaters and Performing Art Centers around the world.
Audiences will appreciate the StageRight Deck because it feels more solid under
their feet and the composite structure of the deck reduces distracting noise. The
modular system of decks with supports gives you the freedom to arrange different
seating configurations, all with the same set of components.
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ZHD/ML Black Box
Audience Seating Riser

Features and Benefits
Sturdy and Stable Platform
Decks bridge between understructures interlocking sections
from left to right and front to back. The resulting seating
risers are so solid that audiences feel like they are on
permanent platforms.
Simple Set-up
Save set-up time by simply setting the one-piece multi-level
folding support into position and unfolding it into place.
Decks bridge between supports allowing fewer supports for
set-up and tear-down. Greatly reduce leveling time as fewer
elements contact the floor and the easy to use screw feet
allow you to compensate for uneven floors.
Stores Compactly
Reduce your storage space because fewer supports are
required. A support assembly shall fold compactly in 10-15%
of its overall depth. For example, an 18’ level riser shall fold
from 54’ setup to 5 1/2’ in stored configuration.
Flexible Configuration
Configure seating to best suit each event. Build to unlimited
width overall. Risers are not attached allowing flexibility in
use and configuration. Utilize the same components to create
multiple layouts. Side rails clamp on firmly and securely to
any location further enhancing the systems flexibility.
LED Aisle Lighting
Ensure the safety for your patrons with optional LED stairway
lighting available.

Technical Specifications

Sample Configurations
Configure seating to best suit each event.

Function
Portable risers shall accommodate a wide variety of events.
Units shall be capable of utilizing bridge decking front-toback and side-to-side.
Supports
Support structure shall fold together for storage and be steel
with baked on powder coat finish.
Decks
Decks shall be dual sided and shall be available in either
TechStage or carpet surfaces.
Performance
System shall be capable of supporting 125#/sft. minimum.

Ordering Information
Black Box Audience Seating Riser
Due to the custom nature of Black Box Audience Seating Risers, please contact a sales representative to discuss your facility. Our
Special Projects Engineers will combine the latest design technology with state-of-the-art manufacturing processes to meet all your
unique performance needs.
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